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Chapter 1 : Maps | The History of English Podcast
Apr 23, Â· These seven maps and charts, visualized by The Washington Post, will help you understand how diverse
other parts of the world are in terms of languages. 1. Some continents have more languages than.

Overview As we have discussed in class, the act of mapping can mean a number of things. One of the
important functions we have discerned is that mapping can bring together a large amount of data or
information and make it easily readable. Two-dimensional maps that we have been studying in class are one
method for organizing large amounts of information into a single abstract image take for instance the maps by
Anaximander, Hecateus, and Eratosthenes. In this assignment, we will be exploring other ways of organizing
information. What we are to accomplish We will use our chosen map which is at a high resolution as a base on
which to examine the languages of maps that both Harley and Monmonier discussed in the readings. You can
think about the nuts and bolts of making a map the projection, scale, other such qualities discussed by
Monmonier and you can think about some of the factors Harley discusses: Other readings in the next few
weeks will help, too, in examining the maps more closely and providing a starting point for thinking about
some of these ideas. You will do this through your own interpretative processes, which will require some
research. I invite you to be inquisitive about the map you have chosen. Have fun learning about your map and
teaching others about it. Product The final product of this project will be a digital slideshow of ten 10 slides
that navigates your audience to the important features of your historic map. If you fall behind on any one of
these assignments, it will only be increasingly difficult to catch up. I will be noting your progress through the
next few weeks as you complete each portion of the project. The successful completion of each waypoint
assignment will directly affect your final grade for the project. This is first-come, first-served, so if someone
has already chosen a map you wanted, you will have to move on to another choice. Wednesday, Sep 14 due by
classtime Part 1 Bullet-list summary of formal and iconographical components of the map. Try to write at least
Include at least the projection of the map, the type of print, the size of the map converted to inches , the
country in which the map was published. Also, you may want to address the lines that delineate forms land,
water, etc. Do you have human figures that appear on the map? Are there symbols map or royal, perhaps?
Objects other than land and water? Under each of the bullets, write one question or sentence about this feature
that interests you. This will be the skeleton of your research. I will give you feedback on the outline to guide
you in researching these features Part 2 On Monday you started a tutorial on how to prepare your image to
upload to StoryMap JS. This waypoint also includes the completion of a title slide for your map. Wednesday,
Sep 21 due by classtime On Monday you started a tutorial on how to create the slides for your project. If you
did not complete the tutorial in class, finish the work by Wednesday. For this waypoint, complete at least five
5 slides. The final map will have a total of ten 10 slides. To submit your work, be sure to Publish your
StoryMap so that it will refresh in the course blog. If you do not publish it, I can only see the earlier iterations,
and it will appear to me as incomplete. Be aware that you will need to balance your time between this project
and your essay, which is due on Friday. Choose five of the bullet points from a mixture of the formal and
iconographical summaries to research; determine what you will write about each about a paragraph will be
sufficient derived from your research. Will you have any links to other media? Did you find an interesting
video in your research? A great graphic that helps to explain a concept? A website that you would like to cite?
Friday, Sep 30 due by midnight All 10 slides should be completed by midnight on Friday. To submit your
work, publish the StoryMap so that it will refresh as completed in the course blog.
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Chapter 2 : How to change the language of Google Maps | Living Thai
Maps showing the locations of language homelands are available for most countries of the world. Mapped language
areas show the first-language (L1) distribution of speakers of languages, unless explicitly stated on the map.

The term Caucasian languages is generally restricted to these families, which are spoken by about Kartvelian
language family with a total of about 5. Includes Georgian , the official language of Georgia , with four
million speakers, Svan , Mingrelian and Laz. Northeast Caucasian , also called the Nakho-Dagestanian or
Caspian family, with a total of about 3. Includes the Chechen language with 1. Northwest Caucasian , also
called the Abkhazo-Adyghean or Pontic family, with a total of about 2. Includes the Kabardian language , with
one million speakers. It is commonly believed that all Caucasian languages have a large number of
consonants. While this is certainly true for most members of the Northeast and Northwest Caucasian families
inventories range up to the 80â€”84 consonants of Ubykh , the consonant inventories of the South Caucasian
languages are not nearly as extensive, ranging from 28 Georgian to 30 Laz â€” comparable to languages like
Russian up to 37 consonant phonemes , depending on definition , Arabic 28 phonemes , and Western
European languages often more than 20 phonemes. The autochthonous languages of the Caucasus share some
areal features , such as the presence of ejective consonants and a highly agglutinative structure, and, with the
sole exception of Mingrelian , all of them exhibit a greater or lesser degree of ergativity. Many of these
features are shared with other languages that have been in the Caucasus for a long time, such as Ossetian
which has ejective sounds but no ergativity. External relations[ edit ] Since the birth of comparative linguistics
in the 19th century, the riddle of the apparently isolated Caucasian language families has attracted the attention
of many scholars, who have endeavored to relate them to each other or to languages outside the Caucasus
region. The most promising proposals are connections between the Northeast and Northwest Caucasian
families and each other or with languages formerly spoken in Anatolia and northern Mesopotamia. North
Caucasian languages[ edit ] Main article: North Caucasian languages Linguists such as Sergei Starostin see the
Northeast Nakh-Dagestanian and Northwest Abkhazâ€”Adyghe families as related and propose uniting them
in a single North Caucasian family, sometimes called Caucasic or simply Caucasian. This theory excludes the
South Caucasian languages, thereby proposing two indigenous language families. While these two families
share many similarities, their morphological structure, with many morphemes consisting of a single consonant,
make comparison between them unusually difficult, and it has not been possible to establish a genetic
relationship with any certainty. Nevertheless, some scholars have proposed the single name Ibero-Caucasian
for all the Caucasian language families, North and South, in an attempt to unify the Caucasian languages
under one family. Hattic[ edit ] Some linguists have claimed affinities between the Northwest Caucasian
Circassian family and the extinct Hattic language of central Anatolia. See the article on Northwest Caucasian
languages for details.
Chapter 3 : Languages of the Caucasus - Wikipedia
The Modern Language Association Language Map A Map of Languages in the United States The MLA Language Map is
for students, teachers, and anyone interested in learning about the linguistic and cultural composition of the United
States.

Chapter 4 : How can I change the language of Google Maps on the run? - Stack Overflow
I wan't to reverse geocode and get the address in two languages arabic and english so I want to get it in one language
then change the language of the API and get the address in the other language.

Chapter 5 : Languages of the British Isles throughout history - Vivid Maps
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Though in the age of iPhones and GPSs we seem to be losing paper maps, I still love exploring maps, and believe kids
need to learn map skills, and develop their geography awareness.

Chapter 6 : Linguistic map - Wikipedia
English, by the way, is a 'Category 0' language (pink on the map), meaning that Americans are expected to be proficient
in it. English is of course an official language in Ireland and the UK.

Chapter 7 : Language Maps - Languages Of The World
Browse language maps of the world by map title. This web edition of the Ethnologue may be cited as: Simons, Gary F.
and Charles D. Fennig (eds.). Ethnologue: Languages of the World, Twenty-first edition.

Chapter 8 : Localizing the Map | Maps JavaScript API | Google Developers
How to change the language of Google Maps. I'll be the first person to admit that I think Google maps are the best thing
since sliced bread. Better in some locations than others but still a very good program website.

Chapter 9 : How The Gorgeous Language Of Maps Helps Us Understand The World | HuffPost
The following map shows the language families of Europe (distinguished by colour) and languages within those families.
Note that the terms "language" and "dialect" are not mutually exclusive, and some of the languages shown in the map
may be considered dialects of others.
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